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Employee Qualification & Certification
We assure the right technician with the proper qualifications meet your expectations.
Often times it can be very difficult to ensure a potential candidate has all

the qualifications and experience required to not only perform his job,
but to do so at a high skill level.
Allow our experienced consultants to alleviate this headache.
We will review your potential employees qualifications and determine not
SERVICES OFFERED:

only if they meet the requirements of your written practice but also inform you of any possible limitations of the individual in the NDT method



REVIEW OF CUSTOMER SPECIFICATIONS



NDE PROCEDURES & WRITTEN PRACTICE



CREATION OF NDE TECHNIQUES



NDE CLASSROOM TRAINING



CERTIFICATION EXAMS



GENERAL CONSULTATION



INTERNAL & EXTERNAL AUDITS



NDE GAP ANALYSIS

in which they are being considered.
This will not only save time but also potential headaches down the road.

Reliable ASNT Level III Support
Experienced and Reachable
One common problem NDT companies have in common is not having a
Level III that is reachable or that can provide immediate and accurate solutions to problems when they occur.
In addition, one of the biggest battles technicians face in the field is not
having reliable support from an experienced seasoned inspector that can
physically instruct them on how to apply a technique.
This is what separates us from our competitors, we ensure that both NDT
operations and the NDT field technicians receive the support they need in
a timely manner.

“Providing Dependability and Support”

Qualification of Employees
Ensuring your technician meets all
the requirements of your written
practice can be stressful. Between
the acquisition, validation, and
documentation of these employees it can be extremely time consuming. Allow our ASNT NDT Level
III’s to alleviate that Burden.

NDE CLASSROOM TRAINING SERVICES
Here at Refined, we understand an inspector as only as good as the train-

Certification of Employees

ing he or she receives. This is why we also offer classroom training services that are created by an ASNT Level III Technicians who have had the

We will develop and administer the
General, Specific, and Practical Examinations as required for your technicians to certify as Level II’s or Level
III’s in accordance to your written
practice.

advantage of being in the field. We discuss theory and how to apply it in

real world application.

CUSTOM NDE PROCEDURES & GAP ANALYSIS
With the construction codes constantly being revised, documentation is
essential. Unfortunately personnel are often spread thin and revisions to
procedures are left to the wayside.

Our experts will review or revise your existing procedures and forms to
assure they meet the current requirements. Additionally, we will discuss
some potential reduction in operating costs by making you aware of
available alternative NDE methods that will give you the same or better
results.

“Committed To The Education & Growth of Inspectors”

Auditing of NDT Systems
At some point you will need to audit the effectiveness of
your NDT Program. This includes not only identification of
potential short comings but also corrective action responses
to assure these items do not continue to occur.
You want to ensure you have selected the right company
who knows what to look for and how to correct it without

the solution breaking the bank.

At Refined, we understand every second is important.
It is this understanding, that separates Refined Inspection Services from our competitors. We pride ourselves
in providing prompt and accurate solutions.
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